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Summary 
The work contained in this thesis covers two aspects of mass spectrometry, namely chemical 
ionization (CI) and collision induced dissociation (CIO). Chapter 2 deals with an 
investigation into the CI mass spectra of tetraisopropyl methylenebisphosphonate recorded 
using mixtures of argon and dimethylamine as the reagent gas. Comparison of the mixed gas 
spectra with those obtained using the individual gases revealed additional fragmentation in 
the case of the mixed gases. The conclusion drawn from the study is that the dilution of 
dimethylarnine with argon causes the formation of additional protonating species of lower 
proton affinity than dimethylamine which can undergo more exothermic proton transfer 
reactions with the sample. Chapter 3 reports a comprehensive study of the chemical 
ionization mass spectra of urethanes. Four main classes of fragment ions are found in the 
spectra and the mechanisms for their formation are postulated. Evidence for these 
mechanisms is obtained from parallel studies of methyl carbamates and from a CIO study. A 
study of the effects of the collision gas on the CIO mass spectra of leucine-enkephalin is 
presented in chapter 4. The collision gases used were helium, argon, krypton and carbon 
tetrafluoride The monatomic gases used cause more fragmentation of the peptide ion as the 
mass of the collision gas is increased. Conversely, when a poly atomic species is used, the 
CIO spectra resemble those acquired using a much less heavy target gas. Two possible 
explanations are proposed. Either the additional internal energy which would be expected to 
be transferred to the incident ion is absorbed by vibrational modes of the target molecule, or 
that the amount of energy transferred during the collision is dependent on the particular atoms 
of the colliding species rather than their overall masses. The final chapter of this thesis is a 
report of the development of new linked-scan equations for the detection of fragment ions 
resulting from CID in the first field-free region of a forward geometry mass spectrometer. 
These scan laws and terms relating to the size of the translational energy losses are 
incorporated into the calibration software for use with a commercial mass spectrometer. 
xvii 
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Chapter 1 
1.1. Introduction. 
The mass spectrum of a compound is a plot of ion abundances nonnalized to the most 
abundant ion as a function of mass to charge ratio (m/z). The simplest fonn which this can 
take is a spectrum containing one peak corresponding to the ionized sample molecules. This 
only provides information about the relative molecular mass (r.m.m.) of the sample. 
Fragment ions may be fonned from this molecular ion by competing, consecutive 
unimolecular reactions. These ions provide useful structural infonnation about the molecule. 
The whole spectrum is characteristic of the compound and may be compared with libraries of 
mass spectra for rapid identification of unknown samples. More complex spectra are 
obtained from mixtures of compounds since it is difficult to ascertain which peaks in the 
spectrum result from which component of the mixture. These difficulties can be overcome by 
using chromatographic techniques. such as gas chromatography (g.c.) 1 and high perfonnance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC)2, before admitting the sample to the mass spectrometer. It is 
possible to perform such separation techniques in an 'on-line' manner where the eluent from 
the chromatographic instrument enters the mass spectrometer via a suitable interface. This 
permits rapid analysis of complex mixtures since many mass spectra can be recorded every 
second. More rapid identification of a single component of a mixture can be achieved by 
ionizing the entire mixture. selecting a single precursor ion and recording a collision induced 
dissociation (CID) mass spectrum using a tandem mass spectrometer3. 
1.2 The Mass Spectrometer. 
A mass spectrometer has three main components; a source of ions. a means of separating ions 
according to their mass to charge ratio and an ion detector. 
1.2.1. Ion Production. 
The most common method employed to ionize samples is electron impact ionization (EI). 
Volatile samples introduced into the ion source of the mass spectrometer are vaporized and 
the vapour produced is bombarded by a beam of electrons. The electrons are produced by a 
hot wire filament and are accelerated through a potential of 70 V into the ion source. As the 
-2-
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electrons collide with the sample molecules. 15 to 20 eV of energy is transferred to the 
molecule. Since organic molecules require approximately 10 eV for ionization. the remaining 
energy causes the newly formed cations to fragment in a characteristic4 manner. Ions formed 
by EI have an odd number of electrons. i.e. they are radical species. Fragmentation of radical 
cations usually occurs by expulsion of a radical species leaving an ion with an even number 
of electrons. This ion may fragment further by loss of closed-shell molecules to form another 
even electron ion. This is generally referred to as the even electron rule. For certain organic 
ions. fragmentation is a very favourable process. This may produce a mass spectrum 
containing no peaks due to molecular ions which is clearly undesirable when molecular 
weight information is required. This has led to the development of 'soft' ionization techniques 
such as chemical ionization (CI)5 and desorption techniques. Chemical ionization mass 
spectrometry is discussed more fully in Chapter 2. There are many desorption techniques 
available to the mass spectroscopist; fast atom bombardment6 (FAB) and secondary ion mass 
spectrometry7 (SIMS). field desorption8 (FD). laser desorption9 and plasma desorption mass 
spectrometrylO (PDMS). The most common of these techniques is FAB in which a beam of 
xenon atoms is directed towards the sample which is dissolved in an involatile matrix such as 
glycerol. The effect of the impact of xenon atoms. of typically 8 keY energy, is desorption 
and ionization though the exact mechanism is uncertain 11. F AB is now commonly used for 
ionization of involatile inorganic and biological samples. 
1.2.2. Mass Analyzers. 
There are four main types of mass analyzer. These are magnetic, quadrupole, time of flight 
(TOp) and Fourier transfonn ion cyclotron resonance (FfMS or FT-ICR). 
A magnetic field can be used to separate ions of different mass to charge ratios. Ions moving 
in a magnetic field experience a force mutually perpendicular to their direction of motion and 
the magnetic field. The ions will travel through the field in a circular path whose radius. r, is 
given by 
r = mvofBez (1.1) 
- 3-
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where m is the mass of the ion, Vo is its velocity, z is its multiplicity of charge and B is the 
magnetic field strength. In addition to this property of a magnetic sector, angularly divergent 
ion beams entering the magnetic field are refocused to a single point after the magnet12. 
An important feature of a mass spectrometer is its ability to resolve ions of slightly different 
masses, i.e. mass m from mass (m + 8m). The resolving power of a magnetic sector 
instrument can be increased by reducing the kinetic energy spread of the ions entering the 
magnetic field. This can be achieved by placing an electrostatic sector, consisting of a pair of 
concentric cylindrical metal plates with equal but opposite voltages on them, before the 
magnet. The effect of an electrostatic analyzer (ESA) is to focus ions of the same kinetic 
energy at a point before the magnetic sector, figure 1.1. The resulting double focusing mass 
spectrometer is capable of high resolving power. This double focusing propeny also allows 
beams of ions of the same mass but of slightly differing energies to be focused at the same 
point after the magnetic sector of the mass spectrometer as shown in figure 1.1. The 
resolving power of such instruments can be increased by closing down the source and 
collector slits at the expense of sensitivity. A similar result can be achieved by placing the 
ESA after the magnetic sector. Instruments such as this are termed reverse geometry and are 
commonly used for CID experiments. 
The mass to charge ratio of an ion transmitted through a double focussing mass spectrometer 
is derived below. 
Initially, the ions of mass m, are accelerated by a voltage V giving them a velocity Vo such 
that 
where z is the multiplicity of the charge of the ion. 
Eliminating Vo from equations 1.1 and 1.2 gives 
(1.2) 
m!ze=B'lr'l/2V (1.3) 
Hence, a mass spectrum is recorded by scanning B whilst V and r are held constant 
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There are two types of mass spectrometer in which the ESA precedes the magnetic sector. 
The first, developed by Mattauch and Herzog 1 3, enables ions over a wide range of masses to 
be detected simultaneously using, for example a photographic plate (figure 1.2). The second 
type, of Nier-JohnsonI4 geometry is the most common for high resolution work is shown in 
figure 1.1. The instruments used on this study are of this forward, Nier-Johnson geometry. 
Of the remaining types of mass analyzer, the quadrupole mass filter15 is the most common 
for routine low resolution work. A quadrupole mass filter consists of four parallel, cylindrical 
or hyperbolic rods to which d.c. and r.f. voltages are applied. By varying the magnitude of 
these voltages, the mass of an ion which has a stable, cyclical trajectory between the rods, can 
be selected, all other ions strike the rods and are lost The advantages of such instruments are 
that they can be used to acquire mass spectra very rapidly, they are relatively inexpensive and 
extremely robust and are ideally suited to computer control. However, quadrupole mass 
spectrometers have limited mass ranges «4000 Daltons) and resolving powers. 
A variation of the quadrupole mass spectrometer is the quadrupole ion storage mass 
spectrometer (QUISTOR)I6, a three dimensional version of a quadrupole. Ions are formed 
inside the QUISTOR and held there by d.c. and r.r. fields. After a preset storage time, the 
ions are ejected by changing the fields inside the QUISTOR cell. More recently such an 
instrument has been applied to tandem mass spectrometry 17. 
The mass to charge ratio of an ion may also be determined by measuring its velocity for a 
given kinetic energy. Time-of-flight mass spectrometersI8 use this principle. This technique 
readily lends itself to ionization methods which create pulses of ions. Ionization by laser 
desorption or by desorption caused by fast, heavy fission fragments such as those of 252Cf 
are ideally suited. TOF mass spectrometers have limited resolving power but have very high 
mass range. 
-7 -
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Finally. Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (Ff-ICR or FfMS) mass spectrometers19 
are based on the principle. conceived by Lawrence and Livingstone20, that ions absorb 
energy when placed in a radio-frequency field. The ions. if they are also constrained in a 
magnetic field. will undergo circular motion with a characteristic frequency COc which is given 
by 
roc = zB/m (1.4) 
where z is the charge on the ion. m is its mass and B is the magnetic field. To obtain a mass 
spectrum using such an instrument. all of the ions inside the ICR cell are coherently excited to 
larger circular orbits by a 'chirp' of r.f. field. The ions induce an analogue signal in the 
receiver plates of the cell. This procedure is repeated many times a second and the signal 
stored in a computer. Once sufficient data have been acquired. Fourier transform and 
frequency-to-mass conversions are performed producing a mass spectrum. Since all of the 
ions can be detected at the same time this technique is very sensitive. Its other major 
advantage is its capability for resolving powers in excess of 1,000,000. 
1.2.3. Ion Detection. 
The most common device for the detection of ions is the electron multiplier. These devices. 
either discrete dynode or continuous channel units. have rapid response time and high gain; a 
gain of 106 is typical. A device with higher sensitivity is the post-acceleration detector 
(PAD). which uses an ion-to-electron conversion dynode and a high voltage to accelerate the 
secondary electrons produced into the electron multiplier. 
The most recent development in ion detection enables ions over a small mass range to be 
detected simultaneously. These detectors employ charge coupled devices. fibre-optic 
couplings and photo diode arrays9. Used in conjunction with magnetic sector instruments, 
these devices provide for greater sensitivity since the mass spectrum is recorded in discrete 
sections which can be enhanced by relatively long integration times (- 1 s). Using a 
computer the mass spectrum can be reconstructed. 
-8-
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1.3. Metastable Ions and Collision Induced Dissociation. 
There is a finite probability that ions formed in the ion source of a mass spectrometer may 
fragment before reaching the detector. By considering the amount of time which an ion 
spends in each part of a·· mass spectrometer and the rate constants for unimolecular 
decomposition, it is possible to detennine whether such fragmentations will occur. Ions 
which fragment outside the ion source are known as metastable ions. 
An ion may spend between 1 and 5 JlS in the ion source of a commercial mass 
spectrometer21 , however, it is difficult to determine the exact source residence time. Once an 
ion has left the ion source, the time taken for it to reach the detector can be easily calculated. 
For an ion of mass 100 Daltons, this is approximately 15 J.ls in an MS-50 mass spectrometer 
operating at 8 kV accelerating voltage. Taking into account these values, ions which undergo 
unimolecular decomposition with a rate constant of 1 ()6 s-l or greater, will fragment inside 
the ion source. If the decomposition rate constant is less than lOS s-I, the fragmentation will 
not occur before the ion reaches the detector. So metastable ions will result from 
unimolecular decompositions with rate constants lying between lOS and 1()6 s-1 based on 
these data 
1.3.1. Metastable Ions. 
A double focusing mass spectrometer of forward geometry has three field-free regions 
(FFRs). These are located between the ion source and the ESA, between the ESA and the 
magnet and between the magnet and the detector. Ions which fragment in the third FFR will 
appear in the mass spectrum at the same mass to charge ratio as their precursors since they 
undergo no further mass separation. Ions fragmenting within. either of the sectors of the 
analyzer cannot readily be accounted for in the mass spectrum since their apparent mass will 
depend upon where in the sector they fragmented. However, it is possible to detect ions 
which decompose in either the fIrst or second FFR. 
Ions formed by metastable decompositions within the second FFR can be observed in a 
normal mass spectrum as small, broad peaks at non-integral mass to charge ratios22. The 
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mass to charge ratio at which such peaks are observed depends upon the masses of the 
precursor and fragment ions. This apparent mass, m*, is given by equation 1.5. 
m* = (mf)2/mp (1.5) 
The presence of such peaks in a mass spectrum has analytical value, since they can be used to 
identify precursor-fragment ion pairs. The width of the peak: is caused by kinetic energy 
release on fragmentation21 . 
Ions formed by metastable decompositions in the flrst FFR will not be observed in a normal 
mass spectrum since their kinetic energy is reduced by the factor mj/Illp, i.e. they will not pass 
through the ESA. Detection of these ions is facilitated by linked scanning of the ESA 
potential and the magnetic field23. The relationship between the ESA potential and the 
magnetic· field determines the information contained in the mass spectrum. The most 
common are shown below. 
(i) All fragment ions of a selected precursor ion: BIE = constant. 
(ii) All precursor ions of a selected fragment ion: B 2 IE = constant. 
(iii) All fragment/precursor ions resulting from the loss of a constant 
neutral: (B 2 IE)( (~) - 1) = constant 
As with second FFR metastable decompositions, these spectra have signiflcant analytical 
value in structure determination and a number of techniques for bringing about fragmentation 
of stable ions in the first FFR of a mass spectrometer have been devised. These include 
collisions with inert gases24, collisions with a metal surface2S, photoexcitation26 and 
bombardment by electrons27. The most commonly used technique for activation of ions, 
involving collisions with an inert gas, is collision induced dissociation (CID). 
1.3.2. Collision Induced Dissociation. 
The processes involved in CID can be considered as two distinct events. Firstly, collisions 
between the incident ions and the inen target gas, causes excitation or activation of the ions 
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" (equation 1.6) and secondly unimolecular decomposition of the activated ions if they have 
I11p + + N ~ IIlp+* + N (1.6) 
gained sufficient internal energy (equation 1.7). 
I11p +* ~ mt+ +' Illn (1.7) 
Other processes which may occur include charge stripping and charge exchange reactions. 
The latter becomes more important when the target gas has a low ionization potential (IP). 
For this reason, the most commonly used collision gas is helium since it has a very high IP, 
24.5 eV28. The mass spectra produced by high energy CIO, i.e. those recorded using sector 
instruments, resemble the e.i. spectra of the same ion. The analytical value of this technique 
was first noted by Jennings24 and has become a valuable tool for ion structure determination. 
A disadvantage of CIO is that it is not possible to determine the amount of energy deposited 
in the activation step, unlike experiments involving photoexcitation. It is possible, however, 
to vary the amount of energy transferred to the ion by changing the collision conditions, i.e. 
the incident ion energy, the collision gas and the pressure of the collision gas. 
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2.1. Introduction. 
Chemical ionization 1 (CI) is a method of producing ions by chemical reactions in the gas 
phase. A small amount of sample is introduced into the ion source of a mass spectrometer 
along with a large excess of a reagent gas. Ions fonned from the reagent gas react with the 
sample molecules fonning ions characteristic of the sample. The ratio of the partial pressures 
of the reagent gas and the sample should be in excess of 103, (ref. 1) otherwise it is possible 
to ionize a significant proportion of the sample directly by electron impact2 which may cause 
confusion3. The total pressure inside the ion source is relatively high (typically >0.5 Torr) so 
that ion-molecule reactions can occur. 
For positive ion chemical ionization mass spectrometry, typical reagent gases used are 
methane. ammonia and isobutane. These gases form cationic species which are capable of 
transferring a proton to the sample molecules. The ions fanned from these gases which may 
take part in the proton transfer reactions are shown in table 2.1. 
Reagent Gas Reactive Species 
CH4 CH,+ 
C2H,+ 
C3H,+ 
--------------
-------------------
NH3 NH4+ 
(NH3hH+ 
-------------_. ~-------------------
i-C4HIO C;H7+ 
C4H9+ 
Table 2.1 Ions formed in reagent gas plasmas. (Data from ref. 4) 
The ions formed from the sample will have a mass to charge ratio one Dalton greater than the 
relative molecular mass of the sample since a proton has been added. A major difference is 
observed in the fragmentation patterns of the protonated species compared with ions formed 
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under EI conditions. The protonated ion will have an even number of electrons and 
consequently is unlikely to undergo fragmentations involving the loss of radical species (see 
Chapter 1). With chemical ionization. it is possible to control the extent of fragmentation by 
limiting the amount of energy transferred to the sample ions. The maximum amount of 
energy transferred to the ions is dependent upon the proton affinities (PAs) of the sample and 
reagent. The proton affinity of a species is defined as the enthalpy change for the reaction 
(reaction 2.1). 
AH+ A+H+ (2.1) 
i.e. PA(A) = MI 
So the overall enthalpy change for a chemical ionization reaction (reaction 2.2) 
AH+ + B A + BH+ (2.2) 
is given by 
MI = PA(A) - PA(B) 
The proton affinity values for the common reagent gases are given in table 2.2. 
Reagent Reactive Conjugate Proton Affinity 
Gas Species Base /kJ mol- l 
CH4 CHs+ CH4 552 
C2HS+ ~14 680 
NH3 NH4+ NH3 853.5 
i-C4HJO C4~+ (CH3hC=CH2 820 
Table 2.2 Proton affinity values for selected reagent gases. 
The ability to select the extent of fragmentation of a sample is obviously a great advantage of 
chemical ionization mass spectrometry. 
Other types of gas phase reactions used to fonn positive ions include charge exchange 
reactions (reaction 2.3). 
R+. + M R + M+. (2.3) 
- 15 -
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Such reactions produce radical cations which will undergo similar fragmentations to those of 
ions formed by electron bombardment Unlike with EI, it is possible to control the amount of 
internal energy supplied to the sample ions. The enthalpy change for the ionization process is 
given by equation 2.4 
MI = lE(M) - RE(R+') (2.4) 
where lE(M) is the ionization energy of the sample molecule and RE(R+.) is the 
recombination energy of the reagent ion2. The recombination energy of a monatomic ion is 
the same as the ionization energy of the neutral species. This is not necessarily the case for 
diatomic and larger species. So, by selection of the reagent ion it is possible to control the 
extent of fragmentation of the sample ions. Recombination energies for typical reagent ions 
are given in table 2.3. 
Ion RFJeV 
Ar+' 15.8 
N2+· 15.3 
CO2+· 13.8 
CS2+· -10 
C6H6+' 9.2 
Table 2.3. Selected recombination energies for radical cations4. (1 eV = 96.S kJ mol-I). 
The final type of positive ion formation using chemical ionization methods involves capture 
of the reagent ion by the sample molecules. In the chemical ionization plasmas of methane 
and ammonia several species are formed which can form bonds with the sample molecules. 
For methane, the species C2H5+ and C3H5+ may form adducts with samples giving peaks in 
the mass spectrum at m/z [M + 29] and [M + 41] where M is the molecular weight of the 
sample. These are observed in the methane chemical ionization spectra of urethanes (see 
Chapter 3). Similarly, a common reaction in ammonia CI is capture of N14+ by samples with 
- 16-
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proton affinities close to that of ammonia5. These adduct ions have a mass 18 Daltons greater 
than the molecular weight of the sample. 
It is also possible to fonn negative ions under chemical ionization conditions. Proton 
abstraction, chloride ion attachment and electron attachment reactions occur with suitable 
reagent gases. Hydroxyl ions, fonned by electron bombardment of N20/CH4 mixtures can be 
used to remove a proton from a wide range of compounds4. Chloride ions are fonned by 
electron ionization of dichloromethane readily attach to species containing hydroxyl, carbonyl 
and 'amine groups2. The final type of negative ion production uses a high pressure of gas, 
usually methane, to slow down the electrons to thennal energies. The thermal electrons may 
then be captured by electrophilic species such as nitro-aromatic compounds6. 
Selective ionization can be achieved under chemical ionization conditions by using a reagent 
ion which can only react with particular species in a mixture. By using a reagent gas of high 
proton affinity it is possible to protonate only the most basic components of a mixture. 
Another example of a chemical reaction in the gas phase which results in selective ionization 
uses vinyl methyl ether as the reagent gas. This reagent gas not only selectively ionizes 
alkenes but enables the determination of the position of the double bond in the molecule 
without the need for derivatisation7. 
2.1.1. Introduction to This Study. 
It was noted by Vekey8 that using dimethyl amine, a high proton affinity reagent gas. 
tetraisopropyl methylene bisphosphonate (TMBP. figure 2.1) could be selectively ionized 
from an unrefined sample. 
Figure 2.1 The structure of tetraisopropyJ methylene bisphosphonate. 
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It was also noted that when the reagent gas was diluted with nitrogen, fragmentation is 
observed without the loss of selectivity. This study attempts to provide a satisfactory 
explanation for these results. 
2.2. Experimental. 
A sample of TMBP was prepared by the reaction of tri-isopropyl phosphite with 
dibromomethane (reaction 2.5)9. The crude TMBP was not purified so that the selectivity of 
the ionization could be tested. 
2[(CH3hCHOhP + CH2Br2 -+ 
«CH3hCHOhOPCH2PO(OCH(CH3)2h + 2(CH3hCHBr (2.5) 
All of the mass spectra were recorded using an AEI (Kratos) MS 30 mass spectrometer 
modified for chemical ionization and equipped with a Mass Spectrometry Services data 
system. Reagent gases were admitted to the ion source from a 2 dm3 glass bulb via the 
reagent gas inle~ line (figure 2.2). The pure gases and mixtures of gases were introduced into 
the bulb using an all glass vacuum line. 
The pressure of the reagent gas inside the ion source could not be measured, but the pressure 
of the gas in the inlet line was measured using an Edwards High Vacuum capsule dial gauge. 
The reagent gas pressures were varied between 100 and 700 mBar. The temperature of the ion 
source was varied between 50° and 250°C allowing 30 minutes for this temperature to be 
stabilized. The ionizing electrons were accelerated into the ion source with an energy of 100 
eV using the electron current setting 3 (500 ~ emission current). 
2.3. Results and Discussion. 
The chemical ionization mass spectra of crude and pure samples of TMBP were recorded 
using ammonia, dimethyl amine, argon and mixtures of argon and dimethylamine. The 
electron impact mass spectra were also recorded for comparison. 
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2.3.1. Ammonia Chemical Ionization. 
The ammonia chemical ionization mass spectrum of pure TMBP is shown in figure 2.3. The 
spectrum contains peaks due to the protonated molecular ion of TMBP and several fragment 
ions due to successive losses of propene molecules. The fragmentation scheme is shown in 
figure 2.4. The ammonia CI spectrum of the crude sample is shown for comparison (figure 
2.5). TMBP can be seen as a minor component of the mixture, being characterized by the 
peaks at m/z 345, 303 and 261. The nature of the impurities is not important, but they are 
probably residual reagents from the synthesis procedure. 
2.3.2. Dimethylamine Chemical Ionization. 
In order to perhaps selectively ionize the TMBP in the mixture, a reagent gas of high proton 
affinity was employed. The gas chosen was dimethylamine with a proton affinity of 923 kJ 
mol-I, 69 kJ mol-l higher than ammonia 1 O. 
The CI spectra of both the crude and pure samples contain only two significant peaks, both of 
which are due to ionized TMBP. Figure 2.6 shows the spectrum of the impure compound. 
The peak at m/z 345 is due to protonated TMBP and the peak at m/z 390 is due to the ion 
fonned by capture of the reagent ion, (CH3hNH2+. by the sample molecules. It is therefore 
clear that none of the contaminants are ionized when dimethylarnine is used as the reagent 
gas. Using this method, only the molecular weight of the sample can be determined. 
2.3.3. Electron Impact and Charge Transfer Spectra. 
The spectra of TMBP recorded using EI, nitrogen and argon charge transfer are shown in 
figure 2.7. All three spectra of the pure compound contain no molecular ion of TMBP. 
2.3.4. Ionization Using Mixtures of Gases. 
An example of the spectra obtained using mixtures of argon and dimethylarnine is shown in 
figure 2.B. The spectrum was recorded using a 9:1 mixture of argon and dimethyl amine at an 
ion source temperature of 200°C. It should be noted that the spectrum is not the same as that 
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Figure 2.4. Fragmentation scheme for-ammonia CI ofTMBP. 
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Figure 2.S. Ammonia CI mass spectrum of crude TMBP. 
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which would be obtained by simple superposition of the spectra recorded using argon and 
dimethylamine alone, as is the case when mixtures of argon and water are usedll. This 
observation prompted further studies of the ionization process. 
2.3.4.1. Effects of Gas Mixture Composition. 
The chemical ionization mass spectra of TMBP, recorded using mixtures of argon and 
dimethyl amine in the ratios 1:1.4:1 and 9:1 are shown in figure 2.9. The overall trend in 
these spectra is that as the fraction of argon in the mixture is increased, the extent of 
fragmentation is also increased and the abundance of the adduct ion. mlz 390, decreases. The 
increase in fragmentation can simply be explained by the increase in the amount of argon 
present since charge transfer ionization from argon is assumed to be the source of the 
fragment ions. Similarly the decrease in the abundance of the adduct ion is explained by the 
reduction in concentration of the dimethylamine. 
2.3.4.2. Effects of Ion Source Temperature. 
The effects of increasing the ion source temperature on the argon/dimethylamine CI spectra of 
TMBP are illustrated by figures 2.10a to 2.1 Od. The most dramatic effect is the change in the 
relative abundances of the fragment ions. At higher temperatures the extent of fragmentation 
is much greater than at lower temperatures. Whether or not this is due entirely to the 
increased thermal energy of the ions is not certain, but by consideration of the abundances of 
the reagent ions it is possible to suggest an alternative source of internal energy. 
2.3.4.3. Ions formed from the reagent gases. 
Two spectra, shown in figures 2.11 a and 2.11 b, were recorded to show the ions formed in the 
reagent gas plasma. 
At low temperature (figure 2.11a), the dominant ion is that at mlz 46 corresponding to 
protonated dimethylamine. The minor reagent ions at mlz 44. 28 and 18 are due to 
fragmentation of either protonated dirnethylamine or the dimethylamine radical cation. The 
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ion at m/z 40 is the argon radical cation. On the basis of the relative abundances of these ions 
one would expect the mixed gas chemical ionization mass spectrum of TMBP to resemble 
closely that of the spectrum obtained using pure dimethylarnine. The fragmentation observed 
in the mixed gas spectrum of TMBP. figure 2. lOa. must therefore be due to the additional ions 
present. The large relative abundance of the fragment ions reflects the high abundance of the 
reagent ions which cause fragmentation compared with the abundance of the protonated 
dimethylarnine ions. 
At higher temperature. the relative abundance of the m/z 46 ion decreases with respect to the 
other reagent ions. This is reflected in the mixed gas spectra of TMBP at higher 
temperatures. figure 2.1Od. in which the protonated molecular ion of TMBP is of very low 
abundance. 
By considering the nature of these additional reagent ions. it is possible to suggest that they 
are responsible for the extra high mass fragment ions observed in the mixed gas spectra. 
Structures of the ions at m/z 44. 28 and 18 are suggested in table 2.4. These ions may be 
formed by direct fragmentation of the dimethyl amine ions formed by charge exchange with 
the argon present or by other bimolecular gas phase reactions. 
il Ion m/z Reactive Species 
46 (CH3hNH2+ 
I I 
44 CH2CH2NH2+ 
28 HCNH+ 
18 NH4+ 
Table 2.4. Possible structures for the reagent ions resulting from dimethylarnine in 
argon/dimethylamine mixtures. 
By considering the proton affinities of the neutrals resulting from these protonated ions. 
figure 2.12. it is possible to suggest that the addi tional fragmentation observed results from 
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more exothennic protonation by the minor reagent ions. 
2.4. Conclusion. 
The application of mixed reagent gases to chemical ionization mass spectrometry can be used 
to achieve both molecular weight and structural infonnation. When this is attempted it must 
be noted that if the protonating reagent ion is able to fonn stable fragment ions corresponding 
to lower proton affinity neutrals, this may lead to additional fragmentation. Such problems 
were not incurred by Hunt and Ryan 11 since using water as the protonating reagent does not 
allow additional protonating species to be fonned. 
A further set of mixed reagent gases which may fonn additional protonating species contains 
isobutane as the protic reagent and either argon or nitrogen as the source of charge transfer 
species. 
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3.1. Introduction. 
Relatively little attention has been given to the mass spectra of urethanes. Early work 
described the fragmentation patterns of a small selection of urethanes under the conditions of 
70 e V electron impact ionization 1 and 2H labelling experiments to elucidate the 
fragmentation pathways of two urethanes, C2HsNHC~2Hs and PhNHC02C2Hs 2. More 
recently, the chemical ionization mass spectra (c.i.m.s.) of a number of urethanes of 
pesticidal activity were reported3,4. 
The use of 12.1 eV, 75°C electron impact ionization of the homologous series of urethanes 
RNHC02C2Hs and R2NC~C2Hs has established the analytical value of such low energy 
spectra5 .. In the light of these results a systematic survey of the methane chemical ionization 
mass spectra of these urethanes was carried out 
3.2. Synthesis of the Urethanes. 
Many of the urethanes were readily available, having either been synthesized by Dr. R.D. 
Bowen or being commercially available (Aldrich). It was necessary to synthesize two of the 
urethanes, t-C4H9NHCD2C2Hs and Ph(CH3)CHNHCD2C2Hs to complete the study. The 
synthesis involves the condensation of the parent amine with the appropriate chloroformate 
ester at -50 to -20°C in pyridine/dichloromethane solution (equation 3.1). 
pyridine 
~ 
dichloromethane 
RR'NCD2R" (3.1) 
The crude urethanes were then extracted into dichloromethane and, after aqueous workup, 
were purified by fractional distillation and recrystallisation from hexane respectively. 
Two 2H-Iabelled urethanes were synthesized in order to aid the determination of the 
fragmentation mechanisms of the protonated urethanes. The syntheses are outlined in 
equations 3.2 and 3.3. 
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(CH3hC(CD3)NC01C1H, (3.2) 
(ti) CD3I 
NaOD/DzO NDlOD/K1C03 
(CH3CH2hCO -+ (CH3CDzhCO -+ (CH3CDzhC=NOD 
B\l4N+Br- DzO, l!J. 
(ii) repeat 
LiAll4 CIC(hCH2CH3 
-+ (CH3CD2hCHNH2 -+ (CH3CD:zhCHNHCQzC2H, (3.3) 
pyridine/CH2Ch -30°C 
3.3. Chemical Ionization Mass Spectra. 
The chemical ionization mass spectra of 35 urethanes of general structure RNHC02C2Hs [R = 
H, CnH2n+l (n = 1-8), CH2CH=CH2, cyClo-C6Hll, (CH3CD2hCH, Ph, PhCH2CH2 and 
Ph(CH)CH] and RR'NHC02C2H, [R = R' = CnH2n+l (n = 1-4) and R=(CH3hC, R' = CD3] 
were recorded using methane as reagent gas. The spectra are presented in tabular fonn in 
tables 3.1 to 3.6 with the exception of the butyl urethanes which are represented graphically 
as figure 3.1. 
3.3.1. Experimental. 
The chemical ionization mass spectra of the urethanes were recorded using a Kratos MS-80 
mass spectrometer and DS-90 data system. The instrument was operated at an accelerating 
voltage of 4 kV using a combined EIICI ion source. The pressure of the reagent gas could not 
be measured directly but spectra were recorded when the source housing pressure was 10-5 
Torr. The reagent gas was ionized using 100 eV electrons. Samples were admitted to the 
methane plasma using a direct insertion probe. The probe tip was cooled by a flow of chilled 
air when necessary for the more volatile urethanes. 
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1 2 3 4 5 
R=H R= CH3 R=C2Hs R=n-C3H7 R=i-C3H7 Assignment 
m/z RIa m/z RIa m/z RIa m/z RIa m/z RIa 
160 4 160 4 [M+C2HS]+ 
91 4 105 5 119 7 133 7 133 8 
90 100 104 100 118 100 132 100 132 100 MH+ 
89 1 103 5 117 <4 131 4 131 <1 M+. 
130 5 130 3 [M-H]+ 
118 8 
102 7 116 21 [MH-C~]+ 
105 2 105 2 
62 9 76 84 90 60 104 45 104 52 [MH-C2l-4]+ 
88 15 102 16 [MH-C2li6]+ 
90 8 90 7 C3HSNCh+ 
44 3 58 23 72 20 86 9 86 9 [MH-C2HSOH]+ 
62 7 62 5 
a Intensities normalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
Table 3.1. Methane c.i.m.s. ofRNHC~C2Hs (R=CnH2n+l; n=O - 3). 
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R 
n-C6li13 n-C7HlS n-CsH17 CH2=CHCH2 c-C6Hll Assignment 
mlz RIa mlz RIa mlz RIa mlz RIa mlz RIa 
214 2 228 2 242 2 212 1 [M+C3HS]+ 
202 8 216 14 230 12 158 <3 200 7 [M+C2Hsl+ 
175 10 189 13 203 13 131 6 173 14 
174 100 188 100 202 100 130 76 172 100 MH+ 
173 4 187 6 201 7 129 10 171 6 M+. 
172 8 186 16 200 21 170 9 [MH-H2] + 
158 6 172 2 186 3 [MH-C141+ 
146 19 160 10 174 8 102 100 144 10 [MH-C2H4]+ 
144 3 158 4 172 5 100 14 142 3 [MH-C21i61+ 
130 1 144 2 158 2 86 11 128 8 [MH-C3HS]+ 
128 6 142 9 156 7 84 16 126 4 [MH-C2HSOH]+ 
130 1 144 2 [MH-C4HIO]+ 
102 24 116 1 130 1 100 1 [MH-CsH121+ 
103 2 113 1 
102 23 [MH-C6H141+ 
103 3 
102 28 [MH-C7H16]+ 
99 2 C7Hl.5+ 
90 4 90 6 90 9 90 13 C3HSN02+ 
85 5 85 1 C6li13+ 
83 1 83 -I 83 1 83 6 C6lin+ 
a Intensities normalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
Table 3.2. Methane c.i.m.s. of RNHC(hCzHs compounds. 
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RIa 
rn/z Ab Bb Cb Db Eb Fb ab Hb Assignment 
188 5 9 10 7 13 7 9 [M+C2HS]+ 
161 8 9 9 9 13 12 9 3 
160 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 35 MH+ 
159 4 3 4 1 1 <2 1 <1 M+. 
158 5 4 6 3 5 5 6 2 [MH-H21 + 
144 3 2 6 4 6 6 [MH-CJ-4]+ 
132 31 21 20 22 20 25 24 [MH-C214]+ 
130 2 1 3 1 2 71 2 39 [MH-C2H6]+ 
116 2 2 1 1 38 33 1 [MH-C3HS]+ 
114 8 8 8 5 9 9 5 2 [MH-C2HsOH]+ 
104 2 5 1 5 1 
103 2 3 2 8 
102 22 19 20 8 1 3 3 1 [MH-C4HIO]+ 
90 4 8 5 4 13 18 15 100 C3HsND2+ 
71 6 10 14 6 15 20 22 29 CsHtt+ 
a Intensities nonnalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
b Structures are given in table 3.3a. 
Table 3.3. Methane c.i.m.s. ofCsHllNHC~C2Hs compounds. 
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A n-pentyl CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2NHCDlC2H!5 
B i-pentyl (CH3hCHCH2CH2NHC02C2H!5 
C 2-methyl-l-butyl CH3CH2(CH3)CHCH2NHCDlC2H!5 
D neo-pentyl (CH3)3CCHlNHCDlC2H!5 
E 2-pentyl CH3CH2CH2(CH3)CHNHCDlC2H!5 
F 3-pentyl (CH3CH2hCHNHC02C2H!5 
G 3-methyl-2-butyl (CH3hCH(CH3)CHNHC02C2H.5 
H t-pentyl CH3CH2(CH3hCNHC02C2H!5 
Table 3.3a. Structures ofpentyl urethanes for table 3.3. 
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R 
Ph PhCH2b PhCH2CH2 Ph(CH3)CHb 
rn/z Ria m/z Ria m/z Ria m/z Ria Assignment 
234 1 [M+C3HS]+ 
194 4 208 4 222 3 [M+C2HS]+ 
167 11 195 14 
166 100 80 100 194 100 194 91 MH+ 
165 10 179 0 193 2 193 0 M+· 
178 5 192 1 192 2 
180 19 
178 15 [MH-C14]+ 
138 21 152 18 166 2 166 2 [MH-C2H4]+ 
120 4 134 3 148 6 [MH-C2HsOH]+ 
116 20 [MH-PhH]+ 
106 2 
105 5 105 27 105 99 CsH9+ 
102 58 102 8 CJisN~+ 
91 45 91 2 C7H7+ 
90 100 C3HgN02+ 
a Intensities nonnalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
b The residual e.i. component in these spectra remained large in these spectra even at low sample 
pressures and was removed by a subtraction procedure. 
Table 3.4. Methane c.i.m.s. of aromatic RNHC02C2Hs. 
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R 
CH3 C2Hs n-C3H7 i-C3H7 
m/z RIa m/z RIa rn/z RIa m/z RIa Assignment 
186 3 214 2 214 3 [M+C3Hsl+ 
146 3 174 11 202 9 202 14 [M+C2Hsl+ 
119 5 147 13 175 12 175 12 
118 100 146 100 174 100 174 100 MH+ 
117 6 145 4 173 3 173 3 M+· 
116 5 144 7 172 7 172 5 [MH-H2]+ 
130 14 158 3 158 22 [MH-C141+ 
90 59 118 33 146 14 146 9 [MH-C2l41+ 
116 3 144 22 144 1 [MH-C2H61+ 
132 7 [MH-C3li61+ 
130 1 130 2 [MH-C3HS]+ 
72 15 100 24 128 23 128 16 [MH-C2HsOH]+ 
a Intensities normalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
Table 3.5. Methane c.i.m.s. of R2NCDlC2Hs compounds. 
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RIa 
m/z n-C4H9 i-C4B9 S-~H9 Assignment 
242 2 2 3 [M+C3H5]+ 
230 10 11 21 [M+C2H5]+ 
203 13 12 20 
202 100 100 100 MH+ 
201 5 4 4 M+· 
200 11 11 11 [MH-H2]+ 
186 3 11 16 [MH-C~]+ 
174 8 6 6 [MH-C2H4]+ 
172 3 1 69 [MH-C2H6]+ 
158 38 30 [MH-C3HS]+ 
156 15 15 23 [MH-C2HSOH]+ 
146 1 6 16 [MH-C4Hs]+ 
144 4 [MH-C4HIO]+ 
a Intensities nonnalized to a value of 100 units for the base peak excluding peaks due to reagent ions. 
Table 3.6. Methane c.i.m.s. of (C4H9hNCD2C2H5 compounds. 
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Figure 3.1. Methane c.i.m.s. of C4H9NHC(hC2Hs compounds; A: n-C4H9NHCChC2HS. B: 
(CH3hCHCH2NHCChC2Hs. C: CH3CH2(CH3)CHNHC(hC2Hs and D: (CH3hCNHC02C2Hs. 
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3.3.2. MH+ and Related Ions. 
All of the 35 urethanes give spectra containing abundant MH+ ions fonned by proton transfer 
from species in the methane plasma. In most of the cases this is the base peak in the spectra. 
Other ions present in the spectra are formed by ionization involving the capture of C2H5+ or 
C3H.s+ by the urethanes. These ions, [M+29]+ and [M+41]+, become more abundant as the 
homologous series of urethanes is ascended. Despite the low abundance of these ions they 
are useful in the confinnation of the relative molecular mass of the urethanes. 
3.3.3. Fragment Ions. 
Accompanying the directly ionized species there are four main classes of fragment ions. The 
analytical use of these fragment ions and mechanisms whereby they are formed are discussed 
below. 
3.3.3.1. Elimination of Ethene: [MH.C1H4]+. 
Elimination of ethene from the protonated molecular ion gives a peak in the spectra 28 
Daltons below MH+. The abundance of this ion decreases on ascending the homologous 
series of urethanes RNHC02C2H5 with the exception of the parent urethane, H2NC02C2H5, 
which has an unusually small peak due to ethene expulsion. A similar trend is observed for 
the disubstituted species. This is taken as good evidence that this fragment ion is formed 
from the O-ethyl function. Further evidence for this is found in the spectra of two methyl 
carbamates, n-C5HllNHCD2CH3 and (CH3hCCH2NHC02CH3, in which little ethene 
elimination is observed; m/z 118 in each case is less than 2%. 
Since it is proposed that ethene elimination occurs from the O-ethyl function, two plausible 
mechanisms are postulated. The first, shown in figure 3.2a, requires that a fraction of the ions 
are formed by protonation on the O-ethyl oxygen atom or that proton transfer to the O-ethyl 
group precedes fragmentation. This appears quite reasonable in the light of the mechanisms 
shown for water loss from protonated carboxylic acids as reported by Middlemiss and 
Harrison6. The second involves ethene elimination remote from the site of the charge, figure 
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Figure 3.2a. Mechanism for ethene elimination from protonated urethanes. 
H o fCH 2 II ~~I 
RNHC "'b YCH 2 
H 
+ 
Figure 3.2b. Alternative mechanism for ethene elimination from protonated urethanes. 
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3.2b. There is evidence that alkene expulsion from closed-shell ions via ion-molecule 
complexes and/or species containing incipient cations 7 ,8,9, but this mechanism seems less 
likely. 
3.3.3.2. Elimination of Ethanol: [MH-C2HSOH]+. 
Loss of ethanol from the protonated molecular ion produces a peak in the spectra 46 daltons 
below MH+. The abundance of this ion is usually slightly lower than [MH-C214]+, but 
varies in a similar manner for the singly alkylated urethanes. For the disubstituted species, 
R2NC02C2H" the abundance of this ion decreases less rapidly than [MH-C214]+ becoming 
the larger peak in the spectra of (C3H7 hNC~C2H, and (C4H9hNC~C2H,. 
As with ethene elimination, ethanol loss is associated with the D-ethyl group because of its 
general occurrence throughout the set of urethanes studied. Evidence to suppon this is found 
in the spectra of the methyl carbamates, n-C,HIINHC02CH3 and (CH3hCCH2NHC02CH3 
which contain ions at mlz 114 corresponding to methanol loss from MH+ but no ions due to 
ethanol loss at mlz 102. 
Two possible mechanisms are postulated for this reaction. The first is a simple cleavage of 
the ethoxy protonated isomer, figure 3.3a, the second involves a 1,2-elimination from the 
carbonyl protonated isomer, figure 3.3b. The first of these seems the more likely considering 
the similarity to the behaviour of protonated carboxylic acids6. The ethoxy protonated isomer 
may be formed during ionization or by internal proton transfer from the carboxyl group. A 
two-step mechanism involving the successive loss of ethene and water was discounted 
because methanol loss is observed in the spectra of methyl carbamates and on energetic 
grounds. 
3.3.3.3. Elimination of Alkane Molecules. 
The presence of these ions establishes the nature of the alkyl group, R, in the saturated 
urethanes, RNHC02C2Hs. The ,mechanism for this fragmentation involves the formal 
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+ ) RNH=C=O + C2H50H 
Figure 3.3a. Mechanism for ethanol elimination from protonated urethanes. 
Figure 3.3b. Alternative mechanism for ethanol elimination from protonated urethanes.· 
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cleavage of the bond joining the a- and p-carbon atoms of the alkyl group and a hydrogen 
transfer from the nitrogen atom, figure 3.4. This mechanism, although very simple, produces 
very stable delocalised allylic cations and provides a good working model for analytical 
purposes. Thus for the isomeric butyl urethanes, C4H9NHCChC2Hs, the n- and iso- isomers 
form ions of m/z 102 due to elimination of propane. The sec- isomer forms two ions, m/z 116 
and m/z 130 due to loss of ethane and methane respectively. The t- isomer produces only one 
fragment ion, in this class, at m/z 130 corresponding to methane loss. These are illustrated in 
figure 3.5. This allows the t- and sec- isomers to be clearly distinguished from the other 
isomers. The n- and iso-butyl urethanes cannot be differentiated between since they only 
differ beyond the a-carbon atom. Smaller peaks due to cleavage of the bond joining the p-
and "(-carbon atoms are also observed. The spectrum of n-C4H9NHCChC2Hs contains a larger 
peak at m/z 116 [MH-C2H6]+ (relative intensity 3%) and a smaller peak at rnJz 130 [MH-
C~]+ (relative intensity 3%) than the spectrum of i-C4H9NHC02C2Hs (relative intensities 
11 % and 1 % respectively). These ions, being of low abundance, are less reliable for 
analytical purposes, than those due to a-p cleavage. 
Recent worklO has shown that alkane loss from ions in the gas phase is not as unusual as was 
once thought Indeed, [MH-alkane]+ peaks have also been observed in the spectra of 
saturated alkylamines from which urethanes are derived11 . 
The formation of these [MH-alkane]+ ions could be confused with [M-alkyl]+ ions resulting 
from residual EI Similarly, the [MH-C2HSOH]+ might also be [M-C2HsOl+ artefacts from 
residual EI The latter can be discounted since loss of C2HSO. from M+. is not of great 
importance in either 70 eVl,2 or 12.1 eVS EI spectra. However, the low energyEI spectra of 
urethanes do contain intense [M-alkyl]+ peaks5 and therefore the [MH-alkane]+ peaks 
reported in tables 3.1 to 3.6 may be due in some part to a residual EI component This is 
supported by the presence of several peaks in the CI spectra of neo-pentyl urethane. The ions, 
mlz 102, 103 and 104, corresponding to [MH-C4HS]+,[MH-C4H7]+ and [MH-C4H6]+ 
respectively are also to be found in the 12.1 eV EI spectra5. It is highly unlikely that all of 
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f w+ 
CjiTCH2NHCOC2i5--~) CH2=NCOC2~ 
m/z 102 
OH+ 
II 
C2H5CH =NCOC2H5 / m/z 130 C2H5 ~H+ 
" 
CHNHCOC2i 5 
CH( ~ 
OH+ 
II 
CH3CH =NCOC2H5 
m/z 116 
OH+ 
--~) (CH~ i-=NbIOC2~ 
m/z 130 
+ 
+ CH 4 
+ C2H6 
+ 
Figure 3.5. Alkane losses in the methane c.i.m.s. of the isomeric butyl urethanes. 
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these ions arise from decomposition of MH+ especially the ion at mlz 103 whose formation 
would constitute a violation12 of the even-electron rule13. This, however, does not detract 
from the analytical use of these fragment ions. 
3.3.3.4. Elimination of Alkene Molecules. 
The fourth main class of fragment ions in the spectra contains ions formed by expulsion of an 
alkene, CnH2n, derived by hydrogen abstraction from the principal alkyl group (R=CnH2n+l) in 
RNHC02C2Hs. This yields a fragment ion of mlz 90, which is almost certainly protonated 0-
ethylcarbamic acid (urethane). The abundance of this ion increases slowly and irregularly on 
ascending the homologous series of urethanes, n-CnH2n+lNHCDlC2HS. There is, however 
good correlation between the abundance of this ion and the structure of the principal alkyl 
group for RNHC~C2Hs compounds. When R is primary, the ion at mlz 90 has low 
abundance (8% or less). When R is secondary, this rises to between 11% and 18%. with the 
exception ofiso-C3H7NHC02C2Hs where mlz 90 is only 7%, but when R is tertiary. mlz 90 is 
the base peak in the spectrum. Since this fragmentation is favoured by increased branching at 
the a-carbon atom of R, a mechanism involving the build up of charge at this centre is 
postulated, figure 3.6. This explanation is also supported by the spectrum of 
Ph(CH3)CHNHCDlC2HS, which contains a very large peak at mlz 90, reflecting the high 
stability of the incipient PhCHCH3 cation. 
The mechanism involves the stretching of the C-N a-bond producing a partial positive charge 
on the a-carbon atom. Proton transfer from the incipient cation then results in the expulsion 
of an alkene and formation of the C3H8N~+ ion. The involvement of such ion-molecule 
complexes in fragmentation mechanisms has previously been proposed7.8. 
3.3.3.5. Minor Fragment Ions. 
Two other, less significant. classes of fragment ions are observed. Firstly, formation of R+ 
ions from MH+ is observed in the spectra of the larger urethanes. These peaks are larger 
when a favourable fragment ion is produced. This is clearly illustrated in the spectrum of 
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Figure 3.6. Mechanism for alkene loss from protonated urethanes. 
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" OH 
I 
RR'C=N/~~OC2H5 + H2 
Figure 3.7. Mechanism for Hz elimination for protonated urethanes. 
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PhCH2NHCChC2H.s, in which a large peak at rn/z 91 is observed corresponding to the stable 
C,H,+ cation. The analytical value of these peaks is limited. 
Secondly, [MH-H2]+ ions are found in many of the spectra. These ions are more abundant for 
the larger urethanes but they are of negligible abundance in the spectra of urethanes in which 
no hydrogen atoms are attached to the a-carbon atom. For this reason a simple mechanism 
involving H2 elimination across the Ca-N bond producing allylic delocalised fragment ions, 
figure 3.7. This, however, cannot be the complete mechanism since this mode of 
fragmentation is also observed in the di-substituted species where there are no hydrogen 
atoms attached to the nitrogen. In addition, it is known that [MH-H2]+ ions often arise by 
hydride abstraction from M, rather than by H2 elimination from MH+ 14. 
3.4. Collision Induced Dissociation Study. 
The mechanism proposed for the elimination of alkene molecules from protonated urethanes, 
figure 3.6, results in the formation of the ion rn/z 90, which has the same structure as the 
protonated molecular ion of ethyl carbamic acid (urethane), H2NC02C2Hs. In order to verify 
this, the collision induced dissociation (CIO) mass spectra of the ion at rn/z 90 were recorded 
for protonated urethane and protonated t-penlyl urethane. The t-penlyl urethane was selected 
for the comparison since it gives a highly abundant fragment ion at rn/z 90 (table 3.3). 
3.4.1. Experimental. 
The CIO mass spectra were recorded using a Kratos Analytical, Concept II HH four sector 
mass spectrometer at an accelerating voltage of 8 kV. The samples were ionized using 
methane chemical ionization with ion source conditions as close as possible to those for the 
previous work. The precursor ions were selected using the first analyzer of the instrument 
and were transmitted into the collision cell which was electrically floated to 2 kV above 
ground potential. The helium collision gas was admitted to the cell until 15% attenuation was 
attained. The CIn spectra were recorded using the second analyzer. 
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3.4.2. Results. 
The CID spectra are presented in figures 3.8 and 3.9. It should be noted that the relative 
intensities of the peaks in the spectra are multiplied by 16 and 8 respectively to make 
comparison of the spectra easier. 
3.4.3. Discussion. 
It can be clearly seen that the CID spectra obtained are very similar to each other. This 
suggests that the ion at rn/z 90 in the methane chemical ionization mass spectra of both of the 
urethanes, have the same structure. The expected structure of the ion formed by chemical 
ionization of urethane is shown in figure 3.10. This structure would be due to protonation at 
the most basic site of the molecule. 
Figure 3.10. Expected structure of protonated O-ethyl carbamic acid. 
3.5. Conclusion. 
Methane chemical ionization mass spectrometry is applicable to the elucidation of the 
structures of urethanes of general formula RR'NCChC2Hs. All of the spectra contain intense 
[MH]+ peaks. The presence of the CChC2HS group is revealed by [MH-C2HiJ+ and [MH-
C2HsOH]+ peaks. Structural information about the R groups attached to the nitrogen atom is 
available from peaks due to alkane and alkene losses. The structure of the ion resulting from 
elimination of an alkene molecule from the mono-alkylated urethanes was shown to be that 
formed by the postulated mechanism. 
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4.1. Introduction. 
Collisional activation (CA) of organic ions and the recording of collision induced dissociation 
(Crn) mass spectra were fIrst reported by Jennings in 19681. Much work involving the 
collisional activation of ions, as applied to many types of problems, has been reported since 
then. Three of the main applications of CIO are 
(1) mixture analysis, especially the targeting of specifIc components in 
complex mixtures, e.g. identifIcation of toxins in water, 
(2) the determination of ion structures in a similar way to which EI mass 
spectra are used to detennine the structure of organic molecules, 
(3) the study of fragmentation mechanisms by comparison of the cm 
spectra of an ion formed by fragmentation and that of an ion of 
known structure. 
An example of the fInal application is shown in chapter 3. 
The collision gas of choice for CIO experiments of small organic molecules is helium because 
of its small size and high ionization potential. A small target atom is favourable since the 
scattering of the incident ions by collisions with the target atom is minimized. Also, 
additional ion loss processes, such as charge exchange, can be reduced by using a target gas 
with a high ionization potential. 
The early work involving CIO was limited in mass range because of the limitations of the 
available ionization techniques. With the advent of techniques such as fast atom 
bombardment (FAB)2, these mass limits were removed enabling the study of larger, 
biologically active molecules. It is now accepted that small, unknown peptides (molecular 
mass - 500 Oaltons) can be unambiguously sequenced by CID mass spectrometry 3. For 
peptides of higher mass the determination of amino acid sequence becomes much more 
difficult for two reasons. The fIrst is due to the complexity of the CIO spectra produced. The 
major fragment ions formed by CA of peptide ions result from cleavage of bonds in the 
backbone of the peptide with retention of the charge on either fragment Such fragmentations 
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can produce six series of fragment ions4. Additional fragment ions, formed by cleavages of 
the side chains of the peptides, have been identified recently5. Consequently, a CIO mass 
spectrum containing all of these fragment ions will be very complex. Secondly. when 
pep tides of even higher mass are studied. the abundance of fragment ions decreases because 
the internal energy gained by the peptide ion is distributed between a large number of 
vibrational degrees of freedom so that the energy in a single vibrational mode is insufficient 
to cause breakage of that bond. Attempts to overcome this problem have led to the use of 
collision gases other than helium in an attempt to increase the amount of internal energy 
transferred to the large ions. 
4.1.1. The Effects of Different Collision Gases on The CID Mass Spectra of Large Ions. 
A theoretical approach to this problem was made by Uggerud and Oerrick6. By considering 
the collisions between incident ions and target atoms as impulsive collisions, they concluded 
that helium should be the best collision gas for large peptides. The argument used suggests 
that the efficiency of energy transfer to the large peptide ion is maximized when helium is the 
target gas. Their argument is summarised below. 
The maximum energy available for conversion to internal energy is the centre of mass 
energy, Ecom. given by equation 4.1: 
(4.1) 
where mg is the mass of the collision gas. mj is the mass of the incident ion and E j is 
the kinetic energy of the incident ion. The energy transferred to the ion, Q, is related 
to the maximum energy by an efficiency factor, X, according to equation 4.2: 
(4.2) 
The efficiency factor itself is related to the masses of the colliding species such that 
(4.3) 
where m. is the mass of the specific atom of the ion involved in the collision. By 
considering which atom of the peptide ion will take part in the collision, X values for 
helium and argon collisions were calculated (table 4.1). 
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Peptide Collision Gas 
Atom mass He Ar 
1 (H) 0.32 0.05 
7.2* 0.46 0.26 
12(C) 0.38 0.35 
• The average mass of an atom in a peptide. 
Table 4.1. Energy transfer efficiency values of atoms of a peptide ion involved in 
impulsive collisions with argon and helium. 
Based upon these values, and assuming that the target gas atoms are more likely to 
undergo collisions with the hydrogen atoms of the ion since they are to be found on 
the "outside" of a peptide, it was suggested that helium should be the most efficient 
collision gas. 
Two investigations of the effects of different collision gases on the CID mass spectra of 
peptides have been reponed recently. Work by Carr et a{7 showed, for peptides up to mass 
2000 Daltons, that argon can be used to produce qualitatively better CID spectra than helium 
using an electrically floated collision cell. The collision cell voltage for these experiments 
was half of the accelerating voltage. With peptides of masses greater that 2000 Daltons, the 
ion loss processes were shown to outweigh the advantages of the heavier collision gas. In 
these cases the best results were obtained using helium as the target gas. 
A more detailed study by Curtis et al8 reponed the performances of two "light" collision 
gases, hydrogen and helium, and three "heavy" gases, nitrogen, argon and xenon. For 
peptides of masses between 500 and 1500 Daltons, the heavy gases produced abundant low 
mass fragment ions and the light gases produced abundant high mass fragment ions. It was 
reponed that a 1:1 mixture of hydrogen and xenon could be used to good effect, giving rise to 
abundant fragment ions throughout the fragment ion spectrum. For peptides of masses in the 
range 1500 to 2500 Daltons, only the heavier gases were useful in CID experiments. If 
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peptides of even higher mass are studied. the use of heavy collision gases at lower pressures 
than nonnal (-30% ion beam attenuation rather than the more general 6()..70% attenuation 
used in this work) satisfactory results could be obtained. 
Despite these conlusions. satisfactory results are still obtained using helium as the collision 
gas for peptides of varying masses4•9. 
4.1.2. Introduction to This Work. 
This work is a result of the apparent confusion over which is the "best" gas to use for CID 
mass spectrometry of peptides. The CID mass spectra of a small neuro-peptide. leucine-
enkephalin. under controlled conditions are reponed and discussed. The collision gases 
employed in this study are helium. argon, carbon tetrafluoride and krypton. Control of the 
collision gas pressures is attempted using a specially designed inlet system 
4.2. Control of Collision Gas Pressure. 
Since it is the aim of this work to compare the efficiency of several gases used for CIO, it is 
necessary to be able to maintain and reproduce constant gas pressures within the collision 
region of the mass spectrometer. The CID mass spectra reponed in this work were recorded 
using a Kratos Analytical MS-50 mass spectrometer and a DS 90 data system. The collision 
region of this instrument lies between the source slit and the z-restrictor, figure 4.1. Gases 
can be admitted to this region through a ""o.d. stainless steel tube attached to a flexible metal 
hose which is also connected to a small oil vapour diffusion pump for differential pumping of 
the collision region. In order to be able to control the pressure of gas admitted to this line, a 
glass inlet system was constructed, figure 4.2. The inlet system consists of two glass bulbs of 
the same volume (2 dm3) attached to a glass manifold via teflon keyed taps. The use of two 
bulbs is necessary to facilitate rapid changeover of collision gases so that two gases may be 
used in a single run, thereby reducing the the effect of all other factors that may affect the 
CID spectra which are being recorded. Attached to the manifold are four side arms. Two of 
these, connected to a gas cylinder and a rotary pump. can be isolated using teflon keyed taps. 
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Figure 4.1. Collision region of the Kratos Analytical MS-50 mass spectrometer. 
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Figure 4.2. Inlet system used for admitting gases to the MS·50 collision region. 
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Another side arm is connected directly to a mechanical pressure gauge (Edwards High 
Vacuum CG3, 0 - 125 mBar capsule dial gauge). The final side arm is connected to the MS-
SO collision gas inlet line via an on/off tap and a fme micrometer needle valve. The dead 
volume between these two taps was minimized to enable rapid pump-out of this section· 
during gas changeovers. 
4.2.1. Operation of the Inlet System. 
In order to be able to reproduce CIn experiments easily, a standard procedure for filling the 
inlet system was devised. First the entire inlet system is evacuated by opening taps V2, V4, 
V5 and V6. Both of the bulbs are then isolated by closing V4 and VS, and a gas cylinder is 
attached to the line connected to V3. This line is evacuated by opening V3. After closing the . 
tap, V6, to the rotary pump, the manifold is filled with gas from the cylinder to a pressure of 
-125 mBar. This gas is then pumped away to purge the inlet system. Gas is now admitted to 
the required bulb by opening the appropriate tap (V4 or V5) allowing gas into the inlet system 
to the required pressure and closing the tap. The manifold is then evacuated and the second 
bulb can be tilled using the same procedure. When both bulbs contain the required gases, the 
manifold is evacuated and the inlet system is ready for use. 
Gas is admitted to the collision region by allowing gas from one of the bulbs into the 
manifold and opening VI. Control of the gas pressure in the collision region is achieved 
using the needle valve. 
4.2.2. Determination of the Optimum Pressure of Gas in the Inlet System. 
Accurate control of the pressure in the collision region can only be achieved if the flow of gas 
through the needle valve does not change rapidly as the needle valve is opened. This requires 
the pressure difference across the needle valve to be small. However, if the pressure in the 
inlet system is low, it may be possible for this pressure to change drastically during the course 
of a single experiment Clearly this is undesirable for these experiments. 
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To determine a suitable pressure, the variation of the attenuation of an ion beam was 
measured as a function of needle valve reading for three pressures of helium in the inlet 
system. The pressures investigated were 50, 75 and 100 mBar. The ion used for this 
experiment was CS3h+ at rn/z 653, obtained by FAB ionization of caesium iodide. The 
results are shown in figure 4.3. Using these results it was decided that the most appropriate 
pressure to use was 50 mBar since at this pressure, the rate of change of beam attenuation 
with needle valve reading is not very large and that the pressure in the inlet system does not 
change over the time period required to perfonn a set of CID experiments. 
4.2.3. Reproducibility of Setting the Gas Pressure in the Collision Region •. 
A major-requirement of the em experiments to be carried out, is that the pressure in the 
collision region of the mass spectrometer must be able to be reproduced exactly. With no 
means of measuring the pressure in this region, it must be assumed that by setting the needle 
valve to the a particular position, a certain pressure can be obtained. An experiment was 
carried out to see if this could be assumed. 
4.2.3.1. Experimental. 
The inlet system was filled with helium to a pressure of 50 mBar. The variation of precursor 
ion abundance with needle valve reading was recorded using the same procedure as the 
previous experiment This was repeated three times. having re-filled the inlet system between 
each experiment The results are shown in figure 4.4. 
4.2.3.2. Resul ts. 
It can clearly be seen from the results that by setting the needle valve to a particular position 
cannot be used to select a known pressure in the collision region with a reasonable degree of 
accuracy. It was therefore decided that spectra which were to be compared had to be recorded 
without having changed the needle valve setting. The needle valve was set to give the 
required attenuation of the precursor ion beam using helium at the start of each set of 
experiments, and not altered until the set of experiments was completed. 
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4.3. CID Mass Spectra of Leucine.Enkephalin. 
The CIO mass spectra of the protonated molecular ion of leucine-enlcephalin at mlz 556 were 
recorded using helium. argon. krypton and carbon tetrafluoride as collision gases. For all of 
the spectra discussed in this section. the precursor ion attenuation was set to 50% using 
helium before the required collision gas was used. 
4.3.1. CID Spectra Recorded Using Helium. 
The CIO mass spectrum of mlz 556 ions obtained by FAB ionization of -2 nmol of leucine-
enkephalin from a glycerol matrix is shown in figure 4.5. Fragment ions at lower mass could 
not be detected because of the lower limit of the metastable calibration. 
To examine the ability to control the collision gas pressure. a second series of spectra were 
recorded using helium as the collision gas. having followed the same procedure to set up the 
experiment. Figure 4.6 shows a representative spectrum from that run. 
The two sets of spectra obtained are reasonably similar, though no comparison of the absolute 
abundances of the fragment ions can be made. However. since the relative abundances of the 
fragment ions have a reasonable correlation. it is suggested that the same pressure of helium 
in the collision region was obtained in both experiments. 
4.3.2. Comparison of Helium and Argon CID Spectra. 
The CIO spectra recorded using helium and argon under the same conditions are shown in 
figure 4.7. The spectra contain peaks due to the same fragment ions, but in the case where 
argon was used as the collision gas, the relative abundances of the fragment ions with respect 
to the precursor ion are slightly reduced. It would appear therefore. that argon and helium are 
almost equally suited for the recording of CIO mass spectra of peptides of this size. It should 
be noted that although the attenuation of the precursor ion beam with helium was 50%. the 
measured attenuation for argon using the same conditions was approximately 60%. The 
additional losses of ions is probably caused by increased scattering by the argon target gas. 
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Figure 4.5. CID mass spectrum of leucine-enkephalin recorded using helium as the collision 
gas. 
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Figure 4.6. A second CID mass spectrum of leucine-enkephalin recorded using helium as the 
collision gas to check the perfonnance of the inlet system. 
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4.3.3. Comparison of Helium and Carbon Tetrafluoride. 
The CID spectra recorded using helium and carbon tetrafluoride under the same conditions 
are shown in figure 4.8. Since carbon tetrafluoride is a much more massive species than 
helium, it is reasonable to expect that the CID mass spectra recorded using these gases would 
be very different. The results obtained show that this is indeed not the case, but that the 
spectra recorded using these collision gases are very similar. 
A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that unlike the common collision gases such as 
helium and argon, carbon tetrafluoride is a poly atomic species, and can therefore also undergo 
collisional activation in CID experiments. In this way, the additional energy that would be 
expected to be transferred to the incident ion, could simply be partitioned between the ion and 
the target molecule. A further explanation, based upon the suggestions of U ggerud and 
Derrick6• is that the most likely atoms to be involved in the collision are hydrogen and 
fluorine. In this way, the efficiency of energy transfer is not reduced significantly. 
4.3.4. Comparison of Krypton and Carbon Tetrafluoride 
The relative molecular masses of krypton and carbon tetrafluoride are very similar, 84 and 88 
respectively. It could therefore be expected that similar CID mass spectra could be obtained 
using these collision gases. The spectra recorded using krypton and carbon tetrafluoride are 
shown in figure 4.9. The recorded spectra, however, are different. In the krypton CID 
spectrum, the fragment ions at lower mass are more abundant than in the carbon tetrafluoride 
spectrum. This would be expected if carbon tetrafluoride were behaving as a collision gas of 
lower mass. as described above, since less collisional activation occurs with lower mass 
collision gases. 
4.4. Discussion. 
It appears, in general, that the mass of the collision gas does indeed have an effect on the CID 
mass spectra of leucine-enkephalin. With the inert gases, helium, argon and krypton, as the 
mass of the collision gas is increased the abundances of the low mass fragment ions in the 
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CID spectrum of leucine-enkephalin are also increased. This is reflects the increase in energy 
transfer to the peptide ion as the mass of the collision gas is increased. However, an 
exception to this general observation are the CID spectra obtained using a polyatomic 
collision gas. The spectrum recorded using carbon tetrafluoride as a collision gas, does not 
have particularly abundant low mass fragment ions. A possible explanation for this deviation 
follows the arguments of Uggerud and Derrick6. 
If the efficiency of the energy transfer during collisional activation is dependent upon the 
mass of the actual atom of the ion which is involved in the collision, then logically, the mass 
of the atom of a polyatomic collision gas involved in the collision will have a similar effect. 
Using equation 4.3, the energy transfer efficiencies for collisions involving the carbon and 
fluorine atom of carbon tetrafluoride and the atoms of the peptide were calculated. These 
values. "JIl, are shown in table 4.2. 
Peptide Collision Gas Atom 
Atom mass C F 
1 (H) 0.14 0.10 
7.2* 0.47 0.40 
12 (C) 0.50 0.47 
.. The average mass of an atom in a peptide. 
Table 4.2. Energy transfer efficiencies for the atoms of carbon tetrafluoride in collision with 
the atoms of a peptide ion. 
Comparing these values with those in table 4.1. it can be seen that the efficiencies calculated 
for collisions with the average atom are very similar for helium and both carbon and fluorine. 
This suggests that the CID spectra obtained using helium and carbon tetrafluoride should 
indeed be similar. A similar conclusion can be drawn qualitatively by simply considering the 
masses of the fluorine and carbon atoms rather than the overall mass of the collision gas, 
when predicting the extent of fragmentation. 
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4.5. Conclusions 
The results obtained for the CID of leucine-eokephalin clearly indicate that the extent of 
fragmentation is dependent on the mass of the collision gas, provide that the collision species 
is monatomic. When poly atomic species are used for collisional activation, the extent of 
fragmentation appears to be dependent on the masses of the atoms of the molecule rather than 
its overall mass. Funher work is require to determine whether these conclusions are valid for 
peptides of higher mass. 
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5.1. Introduction. 
Detennination of the structure of peptides and other biomolecules is possible using tandem 
mass spectrometry (MS/MS). It is necessary for the excitation process used, usually 
collisional activation, to provide sufficient energy to cause substantial fragmentation of the 
intact precursor ions, so that structural assignments can be made. Peptides of relative 
molecular mass 500 can be unambiguously sequenced using the currently available 
techniques and instrumentation but when larger molecules are considered, very. few 
structurally significant peaks are observedI. This can be attributed mainly to the inadequate 
excitation of the precursor ions. because of the large number of atoms present giving many 
degrees of vibrational freedom in which the internal energy gained can be divided. . The 
amount of energy transferred to the precursor ion should therefore be increased when more 
fragmentation is required. It is possible to do this in two ways. Derrick and co-workers, 
using a specialized mass spectrometer2, increased the collisional activation of peptides by 
increasing the kinetic energy of the incident ion beam to values up to 15000 eVe Clearly this 
technique is not applicable to commercial mass spectrometers where the maximum 
accelerating voltage is typically 8000 V. The other possibility is increase the number of 
collisions between the target gas and the precursor ions either by electrically floating the gas 
collision cell or by increasing the target gas pressure. 
5.1.1. The Effects of Floating a Gas Collision Cell. 
The advantages of an electrically floated collision cell are twofold. Firstly, since the ions are 
retarded by the voltage on the cell as they approach. the ions will travel more slowly through 
the cell and consequently will be able to undergo more collisions with the target gas. This 
allows a greater increase in internal energy and hence more fragmentation can occur. In the 
absence of lasers and high intensity beams of electrons which can be used to significantly 
increase the internal energy of such molecules, this is a viable method is to increase the 
internal energy uptake of ions in a CID experiment. 
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Secondly, the acceleration of the ions out of the collision cell increases the detection 
efficiency of low mass fragment ions. The kinetic energy of a fragment ion leaving the 
collision cell is lower than that of the precursor ion. As the mass of this ion becomes smaller, 
its kinetic energy decreases. Detection of these slow moving ions is much less sensitive than 
for faster moving ions so that fragment ions of low mass will appear to be less abundant than 
they actually are. Raising the voltage on the collision cell increases the kinetic energy of the 
fragment ions. This can be clearly seen from equation 5.5. Therefore the recorded 
abundances of these ions will reflect more closely their actual abundances. 
Additionally ,losses of low mass fragment ions caused by scattering during the collision event 
can be reduced by placing a series of focusing lenses after the floated collision cell. The 
scattered ions can be refocused into the ESA so that the ion losses due to scattering are 
minimized. 
S.I.2. Translational Energy Losses; The Derrick EfTect. 
Derrick and co-workers1•2.3. have reported significant kinetic energy losses. some greater 
than 1000 e V. for the fragment ions of peptides. The energy shifts were measured using 
mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy spectrometry4 (MIKES), by calculating the difference 
between the ESA potential at which the fragment ions were transmitted and the potential at 
which transmission of the expected fragment ions should occur. This. however. assumes that 
the fragment ions formed by CID are in fact those predicted by considering fragmentations of 
the backbone of the peptide3. 
Such assumptions were not necessary in the work by Guevremont and BoydS, who used a 
reverse geometry instrument fitted with a quadrupole mass filter after the ESA. The 
quadrupole was used to determine the actual mass of the fragment ions transmitted by the 
ESA by rapidly scanning the quadrupole mass filter during the MIKES scan and accumulating 
the data in a multichannel analyzer. The energy losses measured in this way were smaller by 
some 50% than those measured by Derrick and co-workers. 
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The effect of such energy losses on the tandem mass spectra of large molecules using forward 
geometry instruments is that conventional linked scanning techniques will cause low mass 
fragment ions to follow trajectories which are not on the ion optical axis of the ESA. As a . 
result of this it is possible that the transmission of energy depleted ions will be reduced since 
the ions may strike the inner ESA plate as shown in figure 5.1. Little change in the recorded 
mass for these ions will be observed because of the double-focusing properties of the 
instrument. The addition of energy loss correction terms in the linked-scan laws for such 
instruments is the aim of this work. 
5.2. Derivation of Scan Laws. 
The scan laws for an electrically floated collision cell have previously been derived by 
Boyd6. It is the intention of this chapter to add to these scan laws terms related to translation 
energy losses of the ions. These new scan laws are derived in full below. 
5.2.1. General Equations. 
The linked-scan equations for a mass spectrometer of forward geometry which has a flrst 
field-free region collision cell which can be electrically floated are derived. Additional terms 
related to the reduction of ion kinetic energies due to collisions with the target gas, the 
Derrick Effect, are included. The precise nature of these terms is discussed later. The 
processes of collision induced dissociation in a floated collision cell are represented 
schematically in figure 5.2. 
Initially, the precursor ion mp+, has kinetic energy due to acceleration from the ion source 
which is at a voltage Vace. given by 
Ek = zVacc = ~mpv2 (5.1) 
As this precursor ion enters the collision cell it is retarded by the voltage on the cell. Its 
kinetic energy is reduced to 
(5.2) 
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Figure 5.1. The trajectories of ions of normal and low kinetic energy. through a double 
focusing mass spectrometer. 
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Figure 5.2. Collision induced dissociation in a floated collision cell. 
The precursor ion is further retarded by collisions with gas molecules in the collision cell and 
its kinetic energy is reduced by zA V 
(~.3) 
On fragmentation, the kinetic energy of the precursor ion will be partitioned between the ion 
and the neutral molecule formed. The kinetic energy of the fragment ion formed is given by 
(S.3a) 
or 
Ekf = z(m/Illp){V ace ~ V cell -Il V) (5.4) 
As this fragment ion exits the collision cell it is accelerated by the voltage on the cell. Its final 
kinetic energy is given by 
~'= mfvJ = z(mr/mpl(Vace - V cell -Il V) + zV cell (5.5) 
For the ESA to transmit the fragment ion along its axis. its field must be reduced. The initial 
ESA field is set to transmit ions accelerated from the ion source. The ESA field is reduced by 
the ratio of the kinetic energy of the fragment and precursor ions: 
Ell&> = (m/lllp)(V ace - V cell - .1. V)N ace + V cel.,!V ace 
or 
EIIEo = (mt!Dlp)( I - V cellN ace - .1. V N ace) + V ceUN ace 
This equation is true for all of the scans described. 
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For the fragment ion to be transmitted by the magnetic sector, the magnetic field must be 
reduced. The magnetic field required is derived below. 
mtyr = BIU (5.7) 
But from equation (5.5) one can eliminate the velocity of the ion, giving 
2mrV lCC«mr/mp)(1 - V uuN ICC - AV N ace) + V ceoN ICC) • Bl Z zrZ (5.8) 
The derivation of the individual scan laws requires the knowledge of the mass of a particular 
species; the precursor ion for fragment ion scans, the fragment ion for precursor ion scans and 
the mass of the neutral molecule for constant neutral loss scans. Each of these scan laws is 
derived below. 
5.2.2. Fragment Ion Scan. 
Initially the magnetic field is set to focus precursor ions fonned in the ion source, on the 
collector slit This magnetic field is related to the mass of the ion by 
I1lp = Boz zrz /2Vace (5.9) 
(c.f. Chapterl). 
Eliminating r from equations (5.8) and (5.9) gives 
Bl Z /Bo z = (mr/IIlp)«mr/mp)(1 - VceuN ICC - AVIV ICC) + VceuNII.:d (5.10) 
But from equation (5.6) this can be written 
Bl z/Boz = (mr/mp)(El/Eo) (5.11) 
Eliminating (mr!mp) using equation (5.6) gives 
B 12 /Bo 2 = (E l/Eo)(E l/Eo - V ccoN ace)!( 1 - V ceoN ace - AVIV ace) 
This is the fragment ion scan law. 
5.2.3. Precursor Ion Scan. 
For a precursor ion scan, the magnet is initially set to focus fragment ions formed in the ion 
source, on the collector slit So 
m(V =Bozr (5.12) 
But 
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meV = zV IKX: 
Eliminating v from equations (5.12) and (5.13) gives 
me = Bo zr /2Vace 
Eliminating r from equations (5.8) and (5.14) gives 
B I /Bo = (mtlIDp)(1 - V ceUN IKX: - AVIV ace) + AVIV ace 
But. from equation (5.6), this reduces to 
BJ /Bo = BilBo 
Thials the precursor lon scan law. 
5.2.4. Constant Neutral Loss Scan. 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
Initially the magnetic field is set to focus ions of mass mo' fonned in the ion source, on the 
collector Slil So 
lTln = B I zr /2Vace (5.15) 
Eliminating r from equations (5.8) and (5.15) gives 
B I /Bo = (mtllTln)«mtllIlp)(1 - V celVV ace - AVIV ace) + V cel.JV ace) (5.16) 
But from equation (5.6) this can be written 
B I /Bo = (E1fEo)(mtlIllu) (5.17) 
But 
I11u = ~- me 
So equation (5.17) can be written 
B1/BO = (E11Eo)(mtl(rllp - mc}) 
Or, by inverting and simplifying 
Bo/B I = «nymr) -l)(¥l) 
Eliminating nymc using equation (5.6) and rearranging gives 
BI/Bo = (E11Eo)(EllEo - V celVV acc>/(1 - AVIV acc - ElfEu) 
This is the constant neutral loss scan law. 
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5.3. Implementation of Calibration Software. 
The scan laws were derived with the intention of using them in the control of a Kratos 
Analytical. Concept II HH. four-sector mass spectrometer, equipped with an electrically 
floated collision cell between the two mass analyzers. Since selection of the precursor ion 
takes place using the first mass analyzer, the only scan law of value is that for fragment ion 
scans. 
The existing software used for the calibration and control of two sector mass spectrometers, is 
written in the FORTRAN language for Data General computers. The additional software 
required for the control of four sector instruments must include the following: 
(i) floated cell and translational energy loss calculations, 
(ii) the ability to easily select MS 1 or MS2 acquisitions, 
and (iii) the possibility of still using the software with two sector instruments. 
The flrst version of the software was used to calculate the data necessary to control the 
digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) which sets the ESA potential as required during a linked 
scan. After this software was written, the control hardware of the four sector instrument was 
modified such that the calculation of the effect of collision cell voltage on the ESA potential 
was performed by the hardware itself, given the uncorrected values. These values are easily 
calculated given the precursor and fragment ion masses, equation s.3a. In this case. the 
calculation of translational energy losses can still be included by modifying the fragment ion 
mass. 
5.3.1. Selection of MSI or MSl Calibration and Acquisition. 
Since a four sector mass spectrometer has two mass analyzers. a unique set of calibrated 
reference files must be calculated and stored for each analyzer. The OS-90 software creates 
reference files for each type of acquisition possible. The filename of each reference file is 
built up using the characteristics of the acquisition to which it refers. These characteristics 
are scan-type, start mass, scan speed and resolution. This is shown in figure 5.3. 
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scan type scan speed designator 
.l. 
XXAAAAA 
i 
stan mass 
J. 
Y BB.RF 
i 
resolutionllOOO 
e.g. LRlOOOOH03.RF for a low resolution scan at 30 seconds per decade starting at mass 
10000 Oaltons with a resolution of 3000. 
Figure 5.3. The construction of calibrated reference file names for the OS-90 data system. 
There are two possible ways in which identification of the analyzer to which the reference file 
refers could be made: 
or 
(i) addition of a character to the beginning of the fllename to distinguish 
between MS 1 and MS2 acquisitions. 
(ti) changing of the second letter of the fllename to the next letter in the 
alphabet when an MS2 acquisition is to be performed. 
The fIrst of these methods was discounted since it would require a major re-write of the OS· 
90 system to cope with the lengthened fllename. The latter solution was employed since the 
necessary changes are simple to implement because of the way in which the fllenames are 
constructed. The effect of these changes is shown in table 5.1. 
ACQUIsmON TYPE MSI MS2 
LRP LR LS 
HRP HR HS 
SLRP SL SM 
Magnet MC MD 
Metastable MS MT 
Field-to-Mass FT FU 
Table 5.1. Designators for scan types for,CONCEPT II HH mass spectrometer. 
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The construction of the new filename involves adding one unit to the string variable 
representing the pair of letters if MS2 is to be scanned. The variable EXPTYPE, stored in the 
COMMON block MARM.CO, represents which half of the instrument is in operation; 
EXYI'YPB = 0 for MS 1 and EXPrYPE = 1 for MS2. The simple solution to the problem is 
to add this variable to the letter pair in all cases. i.e. in FORTRAN 
This is the case for metastable, magnet and field-to-mass calibrations. For the remaining 
calibrations, an algorithm was developed to select the correct letters from an array. 
Originally, all of the necessary letten are stored in the array DTYPEO as shown in table 5.2. 
This array was extended to include the new codes, table 5.3. 
Array number, n DTYPE(n) 
1 SL 
2 LR 
3 HR 
Table 5.2. Array DTYPE() in original software. 
Array number. n DTYPE(n) 
4 SM 
5 LS 
6 HS 
Table 5.3. Extension to the array DTYPE() in new software. 
Selection of the calibration type was originally performed using a variable CALEXP, which 
has one of three values; 1 for SLRP. 2 for LRP and 3 for HRP. Using this variable and the 
value of EXPI'YPE, selection of, the correct' pair of letters can' be achieved using the 
FORTRAN line: ... ",: 
LE'ITERS = DTYPE( CALEXP + 3*EXn'YPE) 
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e.g. for an MS2 LRP acquisition 
EXPfYPE = 1 and CALEXP = 2 
so CALEXP + 3*EXPTYPE = 5 
thus the fifth member of the array 'LS' will be selected. This selection is perfonned in the 
MCALMAIN.FR program. 
5.3.2. Addition of the New Calibration Software. 
The new calibration software were added to the existing software, following the same style of 
programming. The selection of these new routines is enabled by extending the allowed range 
of values of the variable which is used to flag which type of scan is being calibrated. 
The calibrated reference file for a metastable acquisition contains two sets of infonnation. 
The first is a set of coefficients related to the ESA DAC setting at any given point during a 
scan. The second is a list of (mass. time) pairs. starting at the first mass calibrated point, 
which for a fragment ion scan is the next unit mass above the mass of the precursor ion. The 
calibration software provides the series of ESA DAC values and a time-to-mass calibration. 
given the constant mass (i.e. the mass of the precursor ion for a fragment ion scan) and a low 
resolution calibrated reference file. 
5.3.2.1. Calculation of ESA DAC Values Within tbe DS-90 Software. 
In the flISt version of the new software. tenns relating to the collision cell voltage and the 
translational energy loss were also included in the calculations. Since the ESA DAC value is 
required. the equations derived in section 5.2 had to be rearranged. The resulting equation 
used for this calculation is shown as equation 5.19 •. 
EllEo = (Vu u/2VIJ:,C) + 
v[{VcclVlVIJ:,C)l ,+ (m*/mp){1 - Vuu/VIJ:,C -llYN IJ:,C)] (5.19) 
Once the hardware modification was made, this calculation becomes unnecessary. The 
calculation of the ESA DAC value is reduced to 
El = Eo<mdmp) 
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where me is calculated from the precursor ion mass. apparent mass. collision cell voltage and 
translational energy loss using equation S.20. 
me = ;lrc 2 + 4(m*'I1\>l(1 - C - All - C 
(2/mp)(1 - C - A) 
where C = V ~IJ!V ace 
and A=AVNace 
(S.20) 
Within the FORTRAN program this equation is split into several lines with temporary 
variables for simplicity. Figure S.4 shows the relationship between the ESA potential and 
magnetic fields strength (note that this axis is mass calibrated), for fragment ion scans of rn/ 
700 at collision cell voltages of 0.20,40. 60. 80 and 100% of the accelerating voltage. In 
each case the translational energy loss parameters were set to zero. 
The remaining calculations, involving the creation of a time-to-mass calibration, are 
unaffected by the hardware changes and are discussed below. 
5.3.2.2. Mass Calibration of Fragment Ion Scans. 
The mass calibration of a fragment ion scan is achieved by calculating the time after the stan 
of the scan at which a fragment ion of specific nominal mass will be transmitted through the 
analyzer to the detector. This calculation is performed for each nominal mass starting with 
the precursor ion and ending at the lower limit of the low resolution calibrated reference file. 
The process involves finding the lowest and highest masses in the low resolution calibrated 
reference file which are applicable. i.e. the precursor ion mass and 'the last mass in the 
reference file. and converting them to real. fragment ion masses. In the new version of the 
software. the conversion of the lowest mass of the low resolution calibrated reference file, 
which is the lowest apparent or metastable mass which it is possible to transmit. is done using 
equation S.20. Once these mass limits have been defined. each nominal, real. fragment ion 
mass is converted to an apparent mass using equation S.21. which is derived from equation 
5.8. 
(S.21) 
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Figure 5.4. Graph of ESA potential against apparent mass. for fragment ion scans of mlz 700 
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The next procedure locates the nearest higher and lower nominal mass in the low resolution 
calibrated reference file and their associated times, and perfonns an interpolation to find the 
time at which the exact apparent mass, i.e. the nominal real mass, will be transmitted to the 
detector. The (real mass, time) pair is then written to the metastable calibrated reference me. 
This is repeated for each nominal mass between the previously detennined mass limits. 
5.3.3. Calculation of ~ V. 
The nature of the ~ V tenn cannot easily be defmed using mathematical models. Derrick and 
co-workers 1, showed that for gramicidin-A, the translational energy losses caused by CID 
varied with fragment ion mass. This variation was non-linear, figure 5.5, so the ~ V teoo 
included in the new software was also made non-linear. The I1V term, it was suggested', 
should be parameterized, so that the variation of II V with fragment ion mass could be 
optimized for any given compound and experimental conditions. The calculation of ~ V in the 
DS-90 software is based on equation 5.22. 
(5.22) 
The parameters a. b and c are set in the calibration parameters menu of the DS-90 data 
system. The range of allowed values is shown in table 5.4. 
Parameter Range 
a 0- 5% VICe 
b 0-5% VICe 
c 0-2 
Table 5.4. The range of permitted values for the translational energy loss parameters in the 
DS-90 metastable calibration software. 
It should be noted that it. is necessary to calculate the real fragment ion mass before the 
llYN ICC tenn can itself be detennined. This is facilitated by using a temporary variable 
OLDMASS, which is initially set to the flISt mass of the calibration range, usually the 
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Figure 5.5. A graph illustrating the variation of translational energy loss with fragment ion 
mass in the CID-MlKES specttum of gramicidin-A. (Reproduced from ref. 1). 
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precursor ion mass. and is changed to the fragment ion mass each time this mass is calculated. 
A flow diagram. figure 5.6. is used to illustrate this point for the calculation of ESA DAe 
values. 
5.4. A Method to Investigate The Nature of the Translational Eneray Loss Parameters. 
A Kratos Analytical Concept II HH four-sector mass spectrometer, figure 5.7, can be used in 
two modes of fragment ion scan. Firstly, using PAD 3 as the detector. a MIKES scan can be 
recorded for a precursor ion selected with high resolution using MS 1. The second type is a 
full four-sector scan. involving high resolution selection of the precursor ion using the first 
analyzer and a linked scan of the MS2 analyzer. 
The effects of translational energy losses of fragment ions formed by CID will be different in 
both of these spectra. For the MIKES scan. the peaks due to fragment ions which have lost 
kinetic energy in the CID processes, will appear at a lower ESA potential than would be 
normally expected. The effect of this on a linked-scan spectrum, for small tranlational energy 
losses. will be much less drastic because of the double focusing properties of the mass 
spectrometer. A minor shift to higher mass may occur because of the change in peak shape 
caused by the loss of ions due to collisions with the inner ESA plate. The centroid of such a 
peak will be at a slightly higher mass than expected. This can be avoided by using peak-top 
mass assignment. since changing the shape of the peak will not change the position of the top 
of the peak. These effects are illustrated in figure 5.8. which shows the relative positions of 
peaks due to normal (8) and energy deficient <b) ions. If the kinetic energy loss is sufficiently 
large, the effect on a linked scan will be quite dramatic. It may be possible for some of the 
energy deficient fragment ions to go undetected. If their trajectory is so far off the ion optical 
axis. it is conceivable that the ions may not be transmitted to the magnetic analyzer, despite 
double focusing properties. Recent work by Tomer and Verma have shown this to be the case 
when translational energy losses are large8• 
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Figure 5.6. Flow diagram illustrating the calculation of ESA DAC values including 
translational energy losses. 
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Figure S.7. Layout of a Kratos Analytical Concept II HH mass Spectrometer illustrating the 
position of the four post acceleration detectors (PADs). 
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Figure 5.8. The effects of kinetic energy losses on the position of peak centroids in linked-
scan and MIKES spectra 
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In order to detennine the TEL parameters, both a MIKES scan and a full linked-scan are 
required. The MIKES scan will contain peaks shifted in energy due to translational energy 
losses. The linked-scan spectrum should be correctly mass assigned and so by comparing the 
masses of the fragment ions in both of the spectra. a value for the translational energy loss can 
be determined. If this is done for each fragment ion observed. a graph of 11 V against fragment 
ion mass, similar to that obtained by Shiel and Derrick can be plotted and used to calculate 
the required TEL parameters a. b and c. This could be performed using a non-linear, least 
squares. curve fitting program. It may be shown that using this procedure, that the equation 
used to calculate 11 V is not capable of generating the required values. In this case, a simple 
modification to the existing software could be made. 
5.5. Conclusions. 
The software dealing with calculation of ESA DAC values and mass calibrations has been 
thoroughly tested at several collision cell voltages9 with all of the TEL parameters set to zero. 
As yet. the effect on CID mass spectra. of varying the three TEL parameters has not been 
tested. Initial investigations. whilst writing the software. revealed no major problems in the 
operation of the modified calibration software. 
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